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Synopsis
The authoritative text in criminal justice. The first and best-selling brief introduction to criminal justice text, Criminal Justice: A Brief Introduction, 10e offers instructors and students a trusted, authoritative, and impeccably researched introduction to police, courts, and corrections. Designed with a new visual approach, this edition integrates graphic art with the important concepts and ideas of criminal justice. Its unifying theme, unmatched timeliness, and coverage of trends and technology makes this text the standard by which all other brief texts are judged. An interactive website along with author tweets (@schmalleger) extends chapter material and provides up-to-the-minute information on this ever-evolving field.
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Customer Reviews
This textbook was very useful, I loved how easy it is to read. The cases talked out in this textbook are explained and made very easy to understand. The only thing i wish i would have done different was buy the hard cover textbook.

Grand son needed this for his class, great find and helped him with his first test a little worn like we were warned but it is worth the metal fee to be able to use for the semester I am glad that you have such a service for students. Thank You

As a required text for my college courses, it is definitely more than acceptable. It came in good condition and it covers the material in a direct and to the point manner. It's not too difficult to read.
This was exactly the textbook I needed for my Administration of Justice course. The chapters are well-written and make difficult concepts easy to understand. Great for learning the basics of criminal justice.

While I realize that this book is used and that was clearly stated. With it being in "good" condition however, that is what I expected. With this I expected there to be minor corner damage as well as some writing/highlighting throughout the book. But there is significant corner damage- way worse than anticipated. There is also severe water damage in the front of the book. While the book is useable, and saved me money, I just wish the status of the book was more clearly stated.

For some reason I received the instructor edition and it also states on the cover NOT FOR RESALE. -_- So I don't know if I should even try to resell it and explain the whole scenario. Other than that good book and just what I needed

it was exactly the one i needed. came in a plastic wrap. no bends on the corners no pages ripped or writing on it. my school sells it for $133 and i bought it here for 107 so i saved a couple of dollars!!

It’s been a blessing. I need this to pass my class. Description was correct. I only wish it were cheaper.
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